
Resolution Supporting a Federal Study to Examine Lost Recording Fee Revenues 
Due to the Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems (MERS) 

Issue:   County governments in the United States are generally responsible for recording and maintaining an accurate 
index of real property transactions.  The accuracy of the index is critically important for purposes of assessment and 
taxation, settling estates, dispute resolution, and a myriad of other purposes related to land titling and interests.  Each 
county government typically charges a fee for each real property transaction being recorded, and uses the collected fees 
to support recording and indexing services.  In some states, the legislature also utilizes a portion of recordation fees as a 
source of revenue for various programs.  However, the establishment of the Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems 
(MERS) in the 1990s provided an alternative privately-owned system for the recording of transfers of rights in mortgages 
and trust deeds, and utilizing MERS itself as a fictional beneficiary or nominee for the actual undisclosed beneficiary.  
MERS has therefore obfuscated the accuracy of the public index, contributed to confusion in the courts during the 
recent foreclosure crisis, including the creation of “zombie” houses, poses serious risks to economic stability if 
MERS were to get hacked, go bankrupt, lose mortgage data, or suffer data corruption, while also bypassing public 
recording fees.  In Oregon, it has been documented that this system has resulted in excess of $100 million dollars in 
recording fees not collected. 

Proposed Policy:  Amend federal law (12 U.S.C. § 4514a) to require the Director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency 
(FHFA) to report annually to Congress on the amount of public recording fees not collected due to property transaction 
practices occurring through MERS. 

Background:  MERS was created in 1995 by the mortgage banking industry. MERS maintains a database that tracks 
mortgages for its members as they are transferred from bank to bank.  By tracking loan transfers electronically, MERS 
eliminates the long-standing practice that the lender must record an assignment in the public record every time the loan 
is sold from one bank to another.  MERS also enables banks to speed along the securitization process.  MERS has 
become controversial, as lawyers have charged that MERS, and the banks utilizing MERS, lack standing to foreclose on 
homes whose owners have defaulted on their mortgages.  Lawyers have alleged that MERS, by creating an alternate 
mortgage registration system, has fraudulently denied property record offices of billions of dollars in fees. 

Fiscal/Urban/Rural Impact:  The loss of revenues and obfuscation of the public real property transactions index is 
significant.  This practice manifests itself in a myriad of ways, including: 

• Undertaking legal action against a highly capitalized firm who regularly defends itself from these suits 
• The loss to state and county governments of recording fees which are often dedicated to housing issues 
• Exacerbation of already complex foreclosure procedures 
• Proliferation of local “zombie homes” and the associated nuisance issues arising from their existence 

Sponsor:  The Association of Oregon Counties 
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